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												Welcome to the complete

												world of Indian art

												The world’s largest institution of 18th to 20th century Indian art offers an unparalleled glimpse of the eclectic diversity that has powered art practices in the subcontinent.

											

										

									

								

							


						

					

									
						

						
								
								
									
										
											
												The Right Ambience

												for Viewing Art

												DAG has always ensured an immersive art-viewing experience with its galleries and museum-exhibitions located in thoughtfully designed spaces with an underlying sensitivity towards architectural accents.
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												A one-stop destination

												for Indian art 

												India’s largest art institution with commercial galleries to acquire art and build collections, museum collaborations to view collections, and a range of programming and services that provide a comprehensive platform for the art collector, viewer or art lover.
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											Gogi Saroj Pal

											Mythic Femininities 

											In a career spanning over fifty years, Gogi produced a substantial body of work that is consistent in theme and quality. She continued to work prodigiously and with passion despite illness and injury, her feisty determination overcoming all obstacles. Indeed, her untimely passing came at a moment when she seemed on the cusp of a whole new era of creativity. ‘Gogi Saroj Pal: the feminine unbound’ was a landmark exhibition that DAG dedicated to her work in 2011. We are proud to build on this and present this new exhibition, which demonstrates our continuing commitment to her art.

											Ongoing

											22A, Janpath Road, Windsor Place, New Delhi
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											Flower of Fire

											The Life and Art of Gopal Ghose

											'Gopal Ghose brought a bright world of colours to us’, wrote Shyamal Dutta Ray, one of his early students. Ray speaks for all of us: the intensity of Ghose’s colour palette never loses its power and impact. His passionate expressionism makes Gopal Ghose (1913-80) one of the most remarkable and individual artists to emerge from Bengal in the twentieth century.  This exhibition is based around DAG’s unrivalled holdings of the artist’s finished works, sketches and notebooks, and draws on new archival research on his life. 
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											DAG 2, The Taj Mahal Palace, Colaba 
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									Untitled (Cat Holding Prawn) 

									

									An iconic painting by Jamini Roy, reflecting his stylistic borrowings from the patachitra
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									Roomee Durwaza and Entrance to the Emambarra at Lucknow

									

									A watercolour by Sita Ram, showing a view of the forecourt of the Bara Imambara in Lucknow
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							Talk

							
								Raja Ravi Varma: Law, Lawyers and Art

								What is the place of the legal fraternity in the field of art and culture? Are they opposite fields of study or did they converge and help each other evolve? Join us for a talk on Raja Ravi Varma: Law, Lawyers and Art by lawyer and author Ganesh V. Shivaswamy as he weaves together the interplay between law, policy, art and India’s celebrated modernist, Raja Ravi Varma.


The lecture will be held on 29 April 2024 against the backdrop of Raja Ravi Varma’s first commissioned family portrait, 𝘒𝘪𝘻𝘩𝘢𝘬𝘬𝘦 𝘗𝘢𝘭𝘢𝘵 𝘒𝘳𝘪𝘴𝘩𝘯𝘢 𝘔𝘦𝘯𝘰𝘯 𝘢𝘯𝘥 𝘍𝘢𝘮𝘪𝘭𝘺, now in the DAG collection

							

							
								

								Register here
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							Panel

							
								When Art is a Country

								To commemorate the 53rd anniversary of Bangladesh’s Liberation Day, DAG invites academic, journalist and foreign policy analyst, C. Raja Mohan and award-winning photographer and photo-journalist Raghu Rai for a discussion with Kishore Singh, SVP, DAG, on the trauma and transformation of a nation from the viewpoint of those who had a ringside view of its challenges and successes.


The conversation will be held on 19 April 2024 against the backdrop of Chittaprosad’s Bangladesh War, a work that reveals the artist’s use of symbols of hope against persecution and domination.
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							Journal

							
								Artistic Exchanges

								In this month’s edition of the Journal, we celebrate the birth-month of India’s most recognisable national treasure artist, Jamini Roy, through a translation by his friend and fellow-artist, Rathin Maitra, and a deep dive into one of his iconic paintings. We take a look at the art of self-portraiture with a special focus on Indian artists like Gobardhan Ash, and we explore the Indian career of the travelling Russian artist, Alexei Soltykoff. 


DAG Museums’ innovative programming, which seeks to animate the world of the museum for its regular visitors, finds a fun opening in the annual event Play Fair, which is highlighted in this edition as well. Finally, we take stock of the ways in which Ranen Ayan Dutta bridged the worlds of commercial and fine art in Bengal.


							

							
								

								

To read the latest issue, click here
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							Launch

							
								DAG ACQUIRES THE 75-YEAR-OLD JAMINI ROY HOUSE IN KOLKATA TO OPEN INDIA’S FIRST PRIVATE SINGLE-ARTIST MUSEUM

								In March 2023, the historic home of Jamini Roy was acquired by DAG, for the express purpose of creating India’s first world-class single-artist museum and cultural resource centre on the life, work and times of this pioneering artist. 

							

							
								

								Jamini Roy Sarani
Ballygunge Place, Kolkata
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							Collaboration

							
								Introducing AMEX RewardXcelerator Program

								Enjoy 10X Rewards when you buy pre-modern and modern Indian art from DAG, India’s most renowned art company with a large selection of works by Indian masters covering a span of over two hundred years, at its galleries in New Delhi and Mumbai using your American Express Centurion®️ and Platinum Cards. We welcome you to contact your art advisor today. T&C apply.

							

							
								

								To know more:
Click here
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							Museums Programme

							
								Transforming Classrooms into Museums

								Started as a part of DAG's Museums Programme, Art Lab, a travelling pop-up museum, has now travelled to six schools across West Bengal, reaching out to a diverse group of learners across private and government schools. Art Lab creates an immersive learning space in schools, where students explore history through art from DAG’s museum collection, and take on the role of researchers, artists, and curators—remaking the exhibition over two weeks. 
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							Collections Abroad

							
								DAG AT THE PIERRE, NEW YORK

								Complementing the elegant architecture of the reception and the hotel lobby at The Pierre, New York, a Taj hotel, in Manhattan are works from DAG’s collection of modern masters on display in the public areas—among them paintings by G. R. Santosh, Rabin Mondal, and Shanti Dave, reflecting the New York hotel’s Indian heritage.
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							Collaboration

							
								ART AND INTERIORS

								Real estate giant and a patron of the arts, Raiaskaran, collaborates with DAG to bring the finest of Indian art to Turner House, an intimate collection of luxury offices by the real-estate giant. From driveways, lobbies, conference rooms and other common areas, Turner House will exhibit exceptional art pieces from the DAG collection featuring the best pre-modern and modern Indian art.
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															DAG ACQUIRES THE 75-YEAR-OLD JAMINI ROY HOUSE IN KOLKATA TO OPEN INDIA’S FIRST PRIVATE SINGLE-ARTIST MUSEUM

															
															    In 1949, Jamini Roy moved from his modest Baghbazar home in north Calcutta to the genteel neighbourhood of Ballygunge Place, at the time an open area with bungalows in a neighbourhood occupied by professionals. Here, as his practice grew, so did his family, and the artist added rooms and floors to the home in which he lived till his passing away in 1972. Four years later, the Government of India declared him a National Treasure artist. In March 2023, the historic home of India’s most loved modernist was acquired by India’s most respected art company, DAG, for the express purpose of creating India’s first world-class private single-artist museum and cultural resource centre on the life, work and times of this pioneering artist. 
India has a lacuna of professionally run private art museums and there are no professionally run single-artist museums in the country, a gap that DAG hopes to fill with the restoration of the 75-year-old historical house with the help of conservation architects and designers. The Jamini Roy House Museum is envisioned as a tribute to the artist, and the values of simplicity, creativity and universalism that he espoused.
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															Journal: Edition 11

															
															    In this issue of the Journal, we take stock of various artistic responses to the present. We take a look at how partition impacted the networks of popular art, especially highlighting the presence and absence of Islamic subjects in this domain, through a conversation with Tasveer Ghar’s Project director, Yousuf Saeed. We continue our ongoing conversation with the historian Swati Chattopadhyay on her reading practices for understanding the social uses of public space. We round-up the year with profile interviews of award-winning artists Jogen Chowdhury and Aban Raza, two artists committed to translating the existential and political uncertainties of our time onto their canvases. 


We also take a closer look at Gopal Ghose’s life and work, as DAG opens a major show on the artist’s works over a lifetime. Also featuring our Term of the Month: the uses of ‘calendar art’ in the wider context of unifying a temporal order for a new nation post-independence. 
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															Digital Museum Initiatives

															
															    DAG takes a significant step towards its vision of making art accessible for all, allocating over 180 artworks and archival artefacts from the collection to its Museums Programme. With the launch of the new website, these works are now on view online.



The works on view as a part of the digital museum are drawn primarily from DAG’s historic collection of Bengal art, ranging across the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. It provides a unique resource for art lovers to explore the evolution of art in the region, at a time when Calcutta became a hub for global exchanges as the capital of the British Empire. Starting with experiments with academic art in the early days of the colony, the collection traverses the artistic developments of the Swadeshi period and the tumultuous years before and after Independence. In addition, there are a range of photographs and objects from DAG’s archives, presented as capsule collections that delve into specific micro-histories, and open up new areas of research.



Accompanied with illustrated stories, timelines and videos this growing online collection brings the museum experience into our homes and is envisioned as an enduring resource that can be savoured over time for learning, analysis and simply for the love of art!

															    

															    Explore the collection online
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															Transforming Classrooms into Museums

															
															    The Art Lab is a travelling, popup museum that takes art into schools, making DAG’s extensive collection directly accessible to young people. Over two weeks, students immerse themselves in the exhibition and take over as artists, researchers, and curators to create their own museum. The exhibition is modular by design, and by the end of the process it takes a completely different shape and form as students intervene with their ideas and creative expressions.



Art Lab also engages with the wider community, with students across different classes, parents, local officials, and partner schools who visit the exhibition on Open House days when the classroom is teeming with the energy and engagement of a busy day at the museum. As a part of Art Lab, DAG also offers a workshop for teachers where they explore simple tools for integrating art in their lessons, and build shared knowledge about art based pedagogies.



Started in Kolkata in April 2022, Art Lab has now travelled to six schools, adding a Bengali module for first generation learners so that the programme can be accessed widely, across socio-economic barriers, as the museum travels across the country. 
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															Journal Edition 5

															
															    Four latest issue of the Journal we focused on a thematic of travel and mountains. Both have provided ample opportunities and sites of experimentation for Indian artists to push their skills in representing views that are not easily seen by most. We travelled to the Nicholas Roerich Museum in New York too, to give you a glimpse of this peripatetic artist and writer's contribution to American life and art, as he made fragments of the Himalayan world and its diverse cultures available to Americans. 



We also spoke to Carol Huh about an exhibition at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Asian Art that focuses on Indian contemporary photographers who study landscapes and feature Indian artists who sketched their way to the hills, including M. V. Dhurandhar and Benode Behari Mukherjee.
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															    DAG takes a significant step towards its vision of making art accessible for all, allocating over 180 artworks and archival artefacts from the collection to its Museums Programme. With the launch of the new website, these works are now on view online.
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															    The Art Lab is a travelling, popup museum that takes art into schools, making DAG’s extensive collection directly accessible to young people. Over two weeks, students immerse themselves in the exhibition and take over as artists, researchers, and curators to create their own museum. The exhibition is modular by design, and by the end of the process it takes a completely different shape and form as students intervene with their ideas and creative expressions.



Art Lab also engages with the wider community, with students across different classes, parents, local officials, and partner schools who visit the exhibition on Open House days when the classroom is teeming with the energy and engagement of a busy day at the museum. As a part of Art Lab, DAG also offers a workshop for teachers where they explore simple tools for integrating art in their lessons, and build shared knowledge about art based pedagogies.



Started in Kolkata in April 2022, Art Lab has now travelled to six schools, adding a Bengali module for first generation learners so that the programme can be accessed widely, across socio-economic barriers, as the museum travels across the country. 
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															    The Art Lab is a travelling, popup museum that takes art into schools, making DAG’s extensive collection directly accessible to young people. Over two weeks, students immerse themselves in the exhibition and take over as artists, researchers, and curators to create their own museum. The exhibition is modular by design, and by the end of the process it takes a completely different shape and form as students intervene with their ideas and creative expressions.



Art Lab also engages with the wider community, with students across different classes, parents, local officials, and partner schools who visit the exhibition on Open House days when the classroom is teeming with the energy and engagement of a busy day at the museum. As a part of Art Lab, DAG also offers a workshop for teachers where they explore simple tools for integrating art in their lessons, and build shared knowledge about art based pedagogies.
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															    In 1949, Jamini Roy moved from his modest Baghbazar home in north Calcutta to the genteel neighbourhood of Ballygunge Place, at the time an open area with bungalows in a neighbourhood occupied by professionals. Here, as his practice grew, so did his family, and the artist added rooms and floors to the home in which he lived till his passing away in 1972. Four years later, the Government of India declared him a National Treasure artist. In March 2023, the historic home of India’s most loved modernist was acquired by India’s most respected art company, DAG, for the express purpose of creating India’s first world-class private single-artist museum and cultural resource centre on the life, work and times of this pioneering artist. 
India has a lacuna of professionally run private art museums and there are no professionally run single-artist museums in the country, a gap that DAG hopes to fill with the restoration of the 75-year-old historical house with the help of conservation architects and designers. The Jamini Roy House Museum is envisioned as a tribute to the artist, and the values of simplicity, creativity and universalism that he espoused.
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															    In this issue of the Journal, we take stock of various artistic responses to the present. We take a look at how partition impacted the networks of popular art, especially highlighting the presence and absence of Islamic subjects in this domain, through a conversation with Tasveer Ghar’s Project director, Yousuf Saeed. We continue our ongoing conversation with the historian Swati Chattopadhyay on her reading practices for understanding the social uses of public space. We round-up the year with profile interviews of award-winning artists Jogen Chowdhury and Aban Raza, two artists committed to translating the existential and political uncertainties of our time onto their canvases. 


We also take a closer look at Gopal Ghose’s life and work, as DAG opens a major show on the artist’s works over a lifetime. Also featuring our Term of the Month: the uses of ‘calendar art’ in the wider context of unifying a temporal order for a new nation post-independence. 
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															    DAG takes a significant step towards its vision of making art accessible for all, allocating over 180 artworks and archival artefacts from the collection to its Museums Programme. With the launch of the new website, these works are now on view online.



The works on view as a part of the digital museum are drawn primarily from DAG’s historic collection of Bengal art, ranging across the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. It provides a unique resource for art lovers to explore the evolution of art in the region, at a time when Calcutta became a hub for global exchanges as the capital of the British Empire. Starting with experiments with academic art in the early days of the colony, the collection traverses the artistic developments of the Swadeshi period and the tumultuous years before and after Independence. In addition, there are a range of photographs and objects from DAG’s archives, presented as capsule collections that delve into specific micro-histories, and open up new areas of research.



Accompanied with illustrated stories, timelines and videos this growing online collection brings the museum experience into our homes and is envisioned as an enduring resource that can be savoured over time for learning, analysis and simply for the love of art!
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															    The Art Lab is a travelling, popup museum that takes art into schools, making DAG’s extensive collection directly accessible to young people. Over two weeks, students immerse themselves in the exhibition and take over as artists, researchers, and curators to create their own museum. The exhibition is modular by design, and by the end of the process it takes a completely different shape and form as students intervene with their ideas and creative expressions.



Art Lab also engages with the wider community, with students across different classes, parents, local officials, and partner schools who visit the exhibition on Open House days when the classroom is teeming with the energy and engagement of a busy day at the museum. As a part of Art Lab, DAG also offers a workshop for teachers where they explore simple tools for integrating art in their lessons, and build shared knowledge about art based pedagogies.



Started in Kolkata in April 2022, Art Lab has now travelled to six schools, adding a Bengali module for first generation learners so that the programme can be accessed widely, across socio-economic barriers, as the museum travels across the country. 
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															    Four latest issue of the Journal we focused on a thematic of travel and mountains. Both have provided ample opportunities and sites of experimentation for Indian artists to push their skills in representing views that are not easily seen by most. We travelled to the Nicholas Roerich Museum in New York too, to give you a glimpse of this peripatetic artist and writer's contribution to American life and art, as he made fragments of the Himalayan world and its diverse cultures available to Americans. 



We also spoke to Carol Huh about an exhibition at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Asian Art that focuses on Indian contemporary photographers who study landscapes and feature Indian artists who sketched their way to the hills, including M. V. Dhurandhar and Benode Behari Mukherjee.
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															    In 1949, Jamini Roy moved from his modest Baghbazar home in north Calcutta to the genteel neighbourhood of Ballygunge Place, at the time an open area with bungalows in a neighbourhood occupied by professionals. Here, as his practice grew, so did his family, and the artist added rooms and floors to the home in which he lived till his passing away in 1972. Four years later, the Government of India declared him a National Treasure artist. In March 2023, the historic home of India’s most loved modernist was acquired by India’s most respected art company, DAG, for the express purpose of creating India’s first world-class private single-artist museum and cultural resource centre on the life, work and times of this pioneering artist. 
India has a lacuna of professionally run private art museums and there are no professionally run single-artist museums in the country, a gap that DAG hopes to fill with the restoration of the 75-year-old historical house with the help of conservation architects and designers. The Jamini Roy House Museum is envisioned as a tribute to the artist, and the values of simplicity, creativity and universalism that he espoused.
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															    In this issue of the Journal, we take stock of various artistic responses to the present. We take a look at how partition impacted the networks of popular art, especially highlighting the presence and absence of Islamic subjects in this domain, through a conversation with Tasveer Ghar’s Project director, Yousuf Saeed. We continue our ongoing conversation with the historian Swati Chattopadhyay on her reading practices for understanding the social uses of public space. We round-up the year with profile interviews of award-winning artists Jogen Chowdhury and Aban Raza, two artists committed to translating the existential and political uncertainties of our time onto their canvases. 


We also take a closer look at Gopal Ghose’s life and work, as DAG opens a major show on the artist’s works over a lifetime. Also featuring our Term of the Month: the uses of ‘calendar art’ in the wider context of unifying a temporal order for a new nation post-independence. 
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															    DAG takes a significant step towards its vision of making art accessible for all, allocating over 180 artworks and archival artefacts from the collection to its Museums Programme. With the launch of the new website, these works are now on view online.



The works on view as a part of the digital museum are drawn primarily from DAG’s historic collection of Bengal art, ranging across the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. It provides a unique resource for art lovers to explore the evolution of art in the region, at a time when Calcutta became a hub for global exchanges as the capital of the British Empire. Starting with experiments with academic art in the early days of the colony, the collection traverses the artistic developments of the Swadeshi period and the tumultuous years before and after Independence. In addition, there are a range of photographs and objects from DAG’s archives, presented as capsule collections that delve into specific micro-histories, and open up new areas of research.



Accompanied with illustrated stories, timelines and videos this growing online collection brings the museum experience into our homes and is envisioned as an enduring resource that can be savoured over time for learning, analysis and simply for the love of art!
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															    The Art Lab is a travelling, popup museum that takes art into schools, making DAG’s extensive collection directly accessible to young people. Over two weeks, students immerse themselves in the exhibition and take over as artists, researchers, and curators to create their own museum. The exhibition is modular by design, and by the end of the process it takes a completely different shape and form as students intervene with their ideas and creative expressions.



Art Lab also engages with the wider community, with students across different classes, parents, local officials, and partner schools who visit the exhibition on Open House days when the classroom is teeming with the energy and engagement of a busy day at the museum. As a part of Art Lab, DAG also offers a workshop for teachers where they explore simple tools for integrating art in their lessons, and build shared knowledge about art based pedagogies.



Started in Kolkata in April 2022, Art Lab has now travelled to six schools, adding a Bengali module for first generation learners so that the programme can be accessed widely, across socio-economic barriers, as the museum travels across the country. 
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															    Four latest issue of the Journal we focused on a thematic of travel and mountains. Both have provided ample opportunities and sites of experimentation for Indian artists to push their skills in representing views that are not easily seen by most. We travelled to the Nicholas Roerich Museum in New York too, to give you a glimpse of this peripatetic artist and writer's contribution to American life and art, as he made fragments of the Himalayan world and its diverse cultures available to Americans. 
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We also spoke to Carol Huh about an exhibition at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Asian Art that focuses on Indian contemporary photographers who study landscapes and feature Indian artists who sketched their way to the hills, including M. V. Dhurandhar and Benode Behari Mukherjee.
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